COVID-19 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

Program: PI/Lab Director

| Contact name: | Charles Torre |
| Contact email: | Charles.torre@usu.edu |
| Contact phone number: | (435) 797-3426 |
| Room numbers: | SER 232 |

*I am currently engaged in research with 4 graduate students. Our projects are theoretical and computer based. There is no laboratory component, but regular communications are needed to keep the students on track.*

SPACE AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY

1. DISTANCING: The majority of our interactions are via video and via email. There are occasional face-to-face meetings, which involve proper social distancing at all times.
2. For the most part, I will continue to work from home.
3. EQUIPMENT: I will use only my personal computers.
4. STUDENT RESEARCHERS: F2F meetings (about 1 per month) involve a large room with no more than 2 students and the PI. Social distancing is maintained at all times.

PERSONAL HYGIENE AND PPE

- I will follow standard good hygiene practices as outlined by the CDC (frequent handwashing, sanitization of surfaces, social distancing, cloth mask when in public).

TIME MANAGEMENT

- I plan to continue working about ten hours a day at home.

WORKER HEALTH

- I will make a point to remind my research advisees about following best practices of hygiene and prevention.